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Maximise your marks for every answer you write with
Law Express Question and Answer. This series is
designed to help you understand what examiners
are looking for, focus on the question being asked
and make your answers stand out. See how an
expert crafts answers to up to 50 questions on
Criminal Law. Discover how and why different
elements of the answer relate to the question in
accompanying Guidance. Plan answers quickly and
effectively using Answer plans and Diagram plans.
Gain higher marks with tips for advanced thinking in
Make your answer stand out. Avoid common pitfalls
with Don't be.
The Sixth Edition of Weinreb's Criminal Law has
been revised & brought completely up-to-date, with
new cases, notes, & supplementary material. As in
previous editions, leading cases covering the main
points of law are followed by extensive questions,
comments, & case summaries, designed for class
discussions & students' independent study. The
structure of the book is designed to give students a
thorough grounding in the elements of the principal
crimes & at the same time to give them an overview
of the criminal law from several perspectives.
Criminal law is a dynamic and popular element of all
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law degrees. Unlocking Criminal Law will ensure that
you grasp the main concepts with ease, providing
you with an indispensable foundation in the subject.
This third edition is fully up-to-date with the latest
changes in the law and now includes discussion of
the Fraud Act, the Corporate Manslaughter and
Corporate Homicide Act, and the Criminal Justice
and Immigration Act, as well as all the major new
cases.
The book develops a general legal theory
concerning the liability for offenses involving artificial
intelligence systems. The involvement of the artificial
intelligence systems in these offenses may be as
perpetrators, accomplices or mere instruments. The
general legal theory proposed in this book is based
on the current criminal law in most modern legal
systems. In most modern countries, unmanned
vehicles, sophisticated surgical systems, industrial
computing systems, trading algorithms and other
artificial intelligence systems are commonly used for
both industrial and personal purposes. The question
of legal liability arises when something goes wrong,
e.g. the unmanned vehicle is involved in a car
accident, the surgical system is involved in a surgical
error or the trading algorithm is involved in fraud, etc.
Who is to be held liable for these offenses: the
manufacturer, the programmer, the user, or,
perhaps, the artificial intelligence system itself? The
concept of liability for crimes involving artificial
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intelligence systems has not yet been widely
researched. Advanced technologies are forcing
society to face new challenges, both technical and
legal. The idea of liability in the specific context of
artificial intelligence systems is one such challenge
that should be thoroughly explored.
Textbook on Criminal Law covers all of the topics
studied on undergraduate, CPE, and GDL criminal
law courses, combining exposition of the current
state of the law with academic critique, and providing
the ideal balance of coverage and detail.
Law school classroom lectures can leave you with a
lot of questions. Glannon Guides can help you better
understand your classroom lecture with
straightforward explanations of tough concepts with
hypos that help you understand their application.
The Glannon Guide is your proven partner
throughout the semester when you need a
supplement to (or substitute for) classroom lecture.
Here’s why you need to use Glannon Guides to help
you better understand what is being taught in the
classroom: It mirrors the classroom experience by
teaching through explanation, interspersed with
hypotheticals to illustrate application. Both correct
and incorrect answers are explained; you learn why
a solution does or does not work. Glannon Guides
provide straightforward explanations of complex
legal concepts, often in a humorous style that makes
material stick.
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The third edition of Criminal Law introduces readers
to the underlying principles, legal doctrine, and rules
of criminal law. The innovative and highly studentfriendly text uses real-world case examples to
contextualize laws and give students a solid
foundation in substantive criminal law while guiding
them through what the law is, how it evolved, and
the principles on which it is based. By studying case
materials, students will develop the analytical skills
essential to understanding how legal principles have
developed over time and how they are best applied
to ever-changing factual situations.
Jumpstart Criminal Law explores the context in
which criminal statutes are drafted and enacted and
in which criminal trials and appeals take place by
considering the relationship between state and
federal criminal prosecutions and trials; the
difference between criminal offenses and defenses
in different jurisdictions; the steps in the criminal
justice process; the separate roles of judge and jury
in criminal cases, and their significance; "element
analysis" in criminal cases and with criminal statutes;
the nature of the different types of criminal law
defenses; criminal defense ethics; how, when, and
why conduct is criminalized; and the role of "mens
rea" and "actus reus" in criminal law. Legal
reasoning and the criminal justice process are taught
through numerous judicial opinions with analysis,
presented in a straightforward and informal writing
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style comprehensible without in-class explanation.
Pedagogical features support learning, such as a
chapter with a glossary of the terms, idioms, and
procedures encountered in reading cases in criminal
law. Many judicial opinions are illustrated by an artistdrawn "cartoon" The cases do not have complex fact
patterns, but rather, are short and easy to read, and
apply common rules and principles of law. Helpful
exam prep combines examples of issue-spotting,
essay, and multiple-choice questions with tips on
how to carefully read criminal law exam questions.
Features: explores the context in which criminal
statutes are drafted and enacted and in which
criminal trials and appeals take place the relationship
between state and federal criminal prosecutions and
trials the difference between criminal offenses and
defenses in different jurisdictions the steps in the
criminal justice process the separate roles of judge
and jury in criminal cases "element analysis" in
criminal cases and with criminal statutes the nature
of various types of criminal law defenses criminal
defense ethics how, when, and why conduct is
criminalized the role of "mens rea" and "actus reus"
in criminal law legal reasoning and criminal justice
process taught via judicial opinions with analysis
judicial opinions and analyses comprehensible
without in-class explanation straightforward and
informal writing style pedagogical features glossary
of terms, idioms, and procedures encountered in
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reading cases line art: artist-drawn "cartoons"
illustrate many judicial opinions judicial opinions:
short and easy to read, applying common rules of
law exam prep help examples of issue-spotting,
essay, and multiple-choice questions tips on how to
carefully read criminal law exam questions
What does criminal intent mean?Criminal intent must
be formed before the act, and it must unite with the
act. It need not exist for any given length of time
before the act; the intent and the act can be as
instantaneous as simultaneous or successive
thoughts. A jury may be permitted to infer criminal
intent from facts that would lead a reasonable
person to believe that it existed. For example, the
intent to commit Burglary may be inferred from the
accused's possession of tools for picking
locks.Criminal intent may also be presumed from the
commission of the act. For example, the intent to
commit murder may be demonstrated by the
particular voluntary movement that caused the
death, such as the pointing and shooting of a
firearm. A defendant may rebut this presumption by
introducing evidence showing a lack of criminal
intent. In the preceding example, if the murder
defendant reasonably believed that the firearm was
actually a toy, evidence showing that belief might
rebut the presumption that death was intended.Proof
of general criminal intent is required for the
conviction of most crimes. The intent element is
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usually fulfilled if the defendant was generally aware
that he or she was very likely committing a crime.
This means that the prosecution need not prove that
the defendant was aware of all of the elements
constituting the crime. For example, in a prosecution
for the possession of more than a certain amount of
a controlled substance, it is not necessary to prove
that the defendant knew the precise quantity. Other
examples of general-intent crimes are Battery, rape,
Kidnapping, and False Imprisonment.Some crimes
require a Specific Intent. Where specific intent is an
element of a crime, it must be proved by the
prosecution as an independent fact. For example,
Robbery is the taking of property from another's
presence by force or threat of force. The intent
element is fulfilled only by evidence showing that the
defendant specifically intended to steal the property.
Unlike general intent, specific intent may not be
inferred from the commission of the unlawful act.
Examples of specific-intent crimes are solicitation,
attempt, conspiracy, first-degree premeditated
murder, assault, robbery, burglary, forgery, false
pretense.Most criminal laws require that the
specified crime be committed with knowledge of the
act's criminality and with criminal intent. However,
some statutes make an act criminal regardless of
intent. When a statute is silent as to intent,
knowledge of criminality and criminal intent need not
be proved. Such statutes are called Strict Liability
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laws. Examples are laws forbidding the sale of
alcohol to minors, and Statutory Rape laws.The
doctrine of transferred intent is another nuance of
criminal intent. Transferred intent occurs where one
intends the harm that is actually caused, but the
injury occurs to a different victim or object. To
illustrate, the law allows prosecution where the
defendant intends to burn one house but actually
burns another instead. The concept of transferred
intent applies to Homicide, battery.For murder
criminal behavior example. It is not necessary to
prove that the defendant intended to kill the victim.
For example, a death resulting from arson will give
rise to a murder charge even though the defendant
intentionally set the structure on fire without
intending to kill a human being. Furthermore, the
underlying crime need not have been the direct
cause of the death. In the arson example, the victim
need not die of burns; a fatal heart attack will trigger
a charge of felony murder. In most jurisdictions, a
death resulting from first-degree murder, usually
include arson, robbery, burglary, rape, and
kidnapping.
The Criminalization series arose from an
interdisciplinary investigation into criminalization,
focussing on the principles that might guide
decisions about what kinds of conduct should be
criminalized, and the forms that criminalization
should take. Developing a normative theory of
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criminalization, the series tackles the key questions
at the heart of the issue: what principles and goals
should guide legislators in deciding what to
criminalize? How should criminal wrongs be
classified and differentiated? How should law
enforcement officials apply the law's specifications of
offences? This, the fifth book in the series, offers a
historical and conceptual account of the
development of the modern criminal law in England
and as it has spread to common law jurisdictions
around the world. The book offers a historical
perspective on the development of theories of
criminalization. It shows how the emergence of
theories of criminalization is inextricably linked to
modern understandings of the criminal law as a
conceptually distinct body of rules, and how this in
turn has been shaped by the changing functions of
criminal law as an instrument of government in the
modern state. The book is structured in two main
parts. The first traces the development of the
modern law as a distinct, and conceptually distinct
body of rules, looking in particular at ideas of
jurisdiction, codification and responsibility. The
second part then engages in detailed analysis of
specific areas of criminal law, focusing on patterns of
criminalization in relation to property, the person,
and sexual conduct.
The Fundamental Concept of Crime in International
Criminal LawA Comparative Law AnalysisSpringer
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Science & Business Media
This affordable text covers criminal law briefly and
comprehensively. It is presented in the form of
questions and answers, like flashcards, to review
law. This quiz book series can be used for traditional
self-study or in combination with trivia games and at
bar trivia nights. Take the quiz book, get a friend or a
couple and go to the bar and quiz each other over a
beer or coffee. This quiz book is also suitable for
similar social gatherings, e.g. SBA meetings,
debating union, moot court. The idea is to make the
study of law more FUN and SOCIAL to liven up the
study and make it memorable. The points of law
have been revised, edited, and written by Eric Engle,
and reflect common law in the United States. Have a
lot of fun, and fiat justitia. .
This book examines shared intuitive notions of
justice among laypersons and compares the
discovered principles to those instantiated in
American criminal codes. It reports eighteen original
studies on a wide range of issues that are central to
criminal law formulation.
This volume deals with the tension between unity
and diversification which has gained a central place
in the debate under the label of ‘fragmentation’. It
explores the meaning, articulation and risks of this
phenomenon in a specific area: International
Criminal Justice. It brings together established and
fresh voices who analyse different sites and
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contestations of this concept, as well as its context
and specific manifestations in the interpretation and
application of International Criminal Law. The
volume thereby connects discourse on
‘fragmentation’ with broader inquiry on the merits
and discontents of legal pluralism in ‘Public
International Law’.
In A Question of Intent, Jennifer M. Neighbors
unpacks the complicated late imperial homicide
continuum and its Republican-era counterpart,
revealing a Chinese justice system, both before and
after 1911, that defies assignment to binary
categories of modern and pre-modern law.
It is now trite knowledge that corporate criminal
liability is laced with a large number of contradictions
that seriously threaten its legitimacy. This book
demonstrates that these contradictions may be
avoided if courts consistently refer to an adequate
mechanism of imputation. It proposes parameters for
evaluating mechanisms of imputation and shows
how an adequate mechanism may be determined.
This distinctive book provides students and
practitioners with an exposition of the current
substantive and procedural corporate criminal law
and considers other ways of regulating the activities
of corporations than using the criminal law. It also
addresses the distinction between internal
knowledge and external knowledge with reference to
pedigreed and non-pedigreed rules and shows how
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the concept of discursive dilemma may be employed
to aggregate the acts and intents of agents for the
purposes of imputing these acts and intents to
accused corporations and holding them liable. This
book is highly recommended for students of
criminology, law and business. It should also be of
interest to defence counsels, prosecutors and
regulatory agencies that either represent and advise
corporate defendants or seek to hold corporations
accountable for the breach of criminal law standards.
A favorite classroom prep tool of successful students
that is often recommended by professors, the
Examples & Explanations (E&E) series provides an
alternative perspective to help you understand your
casebook and in-class lectures. Each E&E offers
hypothetical questions complemented by detailed
explanations that allow you to test your knowledge of
the topics in your courses and compare your own
analysis. Here’s why you need an E&E to help you
study throughout the semester:
This critical inquiry into the nature and underpinnings
of criminal law legislation provides a comprehensive
review and analysis of criminal law content from
statutory, moral and philosophical perspectives. The
book covers fundamental principles in criminal law
codifications, delivers an accurate examination of
criminal elements in felonies and misdemeanors and
encourages critical inquiry and analysis beyond the
volume.The volume introduces the definitions of
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crime, Actus Reus and Mens Rea and analyzes
homicide, assault and other offenses, sexual
offenses, crimes against property and habitation,
offenses contrary to the public morality, inchoate
offenses and criminal defenses. For those interested
in critical inquiry into criminal law legislation.
CrunchTime provides a comprehensive topic
breakdown and critical information review all in one
tool! The application flow charts can be used all
semester long, but the capsule summaries are ideal
for exam preparation. Each title offers capsule
summaries of major points of law and critical issues,
exam tips for identifying common traps and pitfalls,
sample exam and essay questions with model
answers, and recommended approaches for crafting
essays that will get winning grades! CrunchTime
Series features: capsule summary of subject matter;
condensed format; flow charts illustrate major
concepts; multiple-choice questions with answers;
essay questions with model answers.
This book examines the rapid development of the
fundamental concept of a crime in international
criminal law from a comparative law perspective. In
this context, particular thought has been given to the
catalyzing impact of the criminal law theory that has
developed in major world legal systems upon the
crystallization of the substantive part of international
criminal law. This study offers a critical overview of
international and domestic jurisprudence with regard
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to the construal of the concept of a crime (actus
reus, mens rea, defences, modes of liability) and
exposes roots of confusion in international criminal
law through a comprehensive comparative analysis
of substantive criminal laws in selected legal
jurisdictions.
A comparative and collaborative study of the
foundational principles and concepts that underpin
different domestic systems of criminal law.
Do your students understand the difference between
murder and manslaughter?Are they confused by the
concept of mens rea and accessorial
liability?Criminal Law Directions tackles these and
many more questions, introducing students to this
exciting area of law.The Directions series has been
written with students in mind. The ideal guide as they
approach the subject for the first time, this book will
help them:DT Gain a complete understanding of the
topic: just the right amount of detail conveyed
clearlyDT Understand the law in context: with scenesetting introductions and highlighted case extracts,
the practical importance of the law becomes clearDT
Identify when and how to critically evaluate the law:
they'll be introduced to the key areas of debate and
given the confidence to question the lawDT Deepen
and test knowledge: visually engaging learning and
self-testing features aid understanding and help
students tackle assessments with confidenceDT
Elevate their learning: with the ground-work in place
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you can aspire to take learning to the next level, with
direction provided on how to go furtherAn extensive
selection of online resources accompany this text,
including:DT Multiple choice questionsDT Flashcard
glossaryDT Guidance on answering the end of
chapter exam questions. Guidance on answering the
end of chapter self-test questionsAdditional lecturer
resources include:DT Diagrams from the textDT A
test bank of further multiple choice questions
Criminal Law: Principles and Theory is a major new
text written for students taking courses in criminal
law. It combines full coverage of criminal law
doctrine with an analysis of general principles and
policies governing criminal liability. Modern law
courses are increasingly concerned with the
effectiveness of criminal law doctrine in delivering
criminal justice. This book therefore includes an
emphasis on evaluation as well as exposition,
helping students to understand the reasons for
ambiguity and difference in criminal law doctrine,
and to develop the skills necessary for effective
analysis. Particular importance is attached to
explaining the dynamic nature of the law, the
reasoning and rationale behind judicial development
of criminal law, and the significance of the
codification project. Chapter summaries and
hypothetical cases are provided to help students
navigate their way through this growing and
increasingly complex field of law.William Wilson
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lectures in law at Brunel University, and has written
extensively in the field of criminal law.
This textbook covers the Criminal Law option of the
A-level law syllabus, and provides an ideal
introduction for anybody coming to the subject for
the first time. Criminal Law covers all A-level
syllabuses/specification requirements, and is written
by the principal examiner and principal assistant
examiner in Criminal Law for one of the major
examination boards. It contains extensive case
illustration, and a range of examination related
questions and activities. There is a special focus on
key skills, and on the new synoptic assessment
syllabus requirements. This fully updated third
edition builds upon the success of the first two
editions. It: provides coverage of OCR and AQA
specifications is endorsed by OCR for use with the
Criminal Law option includes new OCR synoptic
assessment source materials (for use in
examinations in June 2005) with additional guidance
discusses new legislation and cases including
Sexual Offences Act 2003, Andrews, Bollom, G and
R, Rowland, Safi and others, Weller, Z.
Routledge Q&As give you the ideal opportunity to practice
and refine your exam technique, helping you to apply your
knowledge most effectively in an exam situation. Each book
contains approximately fifty essay and problem-based
questions on topics commonly found on exam papers,
complete with answer plans and fully worked model answers.
The United States today suffers from too much criminal law
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and too much punishment. Husak describes the phenomena
in some detail and explores their relation, and why these
trends produce massive injustice. His primary goal is to
defend a set of constraints that limit the authority of states to
enact and enforce penal offenses. The book urges the weight
and relevance of this topic in the real world, and notes that
most Anglo-American legal philosophers have neglected it.
Husak's secondary goal is to situate this endeavor in criminal
theory as traditionally construed. He argues that many of the
resources to reduce the size and scope of the criminal law
can be derived from within the criminal law itself-even though
these resources have not been used explicitly for this
purpose. Additional constraints emerge from a political view
about the conditions under which important rights such as the
right implicated by punishment-may be infringed. When
conjoined, these constraints produce what Husak calls a
minimalist theory of criminal liability. Husak applies these
constraints to a handful of examples-most notably, to the
justifiability of drug proscriptions.
An array of carefully selected case report and academic
article extracts combined with author commentary to provide
a thorough and engaging assessment of criminal law
provisions.
Concentrate Q&A Criminal Law is part of the Concentrate
Q&A series, the result of a collaboration involving hundreds of
law students and lecturers from universities across the UK.
Each book in this series offers you better support and a
greater chance to succeed on your law course than any of the
competitors.
Philosophical Foundations of Criminal Law gathers leading
theorists to present original work on a range of foundational
questions in criminal law theory. The volume provides an
overview of current philosophical work on the criminal law,
setting an agenda for further research and debate.
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Hall, Jerome. General Principles of Criminal Law. Second
Edition. Indianapolis: The Bobbs Merrill Company, [1960]. xii,
642 pp. Reprint available January, 2005 by the Lawbook
Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-498-3. Cloth. $125. * The
standard one-volume treatise based on classic legal-realist
principles. As its title suggests, Hall provides more than a
thorough overview of the subject; he analyzes the principles
that comprise its foundations with an emphasis on their
creation and definition by officials. This process is explored in
its chapters on legality, mens rea, harm, causation,
punishment, strict liability, ignorance and mistake, necessity
and coercion, mental disease, intoxication and criminal
attempt, as well as its general chapters on criminology,
criminal theory and penal theory. Acclaimed when its first
edition appeared in 1947, it has been cited regularly ever
since.
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